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Abstract
To create an effective illusion of virtual objects coexisting \Vith the real world, see-through
HMD-based Augmented Reality techniques supple1nent the user's viett1 with ilnages of
virtual objects. We introduce here a new paradig1n, Spatially Aug1nented Reality (SAR),
where virtual objects are rendered directly \Vithin or on the user's physical space.
A key benefit of SAR is that the user does not need to wear a head-1nounted display.
Instead, with the use of spatial displays, wide field of view and possibly high-resolution
images of virtual objects can be integrated directly into the environ1nent. For exainple, the
virtual objects can be realized by using digital light projectors to 11paint" 2D/3D imagery
onto real surfaces, or by using built-in flat panel displays.
In this paper \Ve present the rendering 1nethod used in our itnplementation and discuss the
fundamentally different visible artifacts that arise as a result of errors in tracker
1neasurements. Finally, we speculate about how SAR techniques might be combined with
see-lhrough AR to provide an even 1nore co1npelling AR experience.

1.

Introduction

In Si-::11i~t!ty .Aug111e111e} Rea!ily (SAR), the user's physical environ1ncnt is aug1nented \Vi th
i111agcs that arc integrated directly in the user's cnvironn1ent 1 not siinply in their vi~ual
field. For example, the images could be projected onto real objects using digital light
projectors, or embedded directly in the environment with flat panel displays. For the
purpose of this paper we will concentrate on the former. While the approach has certain
restrictions, it offers an interesting new method to realizing compelling illusions of
virtual objects coexisting with the real world. The images could appear in 2D, aligned on
a flat display surface, or they could be 3D and floating above a planar surface, or even 3D
and floating above an irregular surface.

For 2D non-head-tracked SAR, the images representing virtual objecls do not
continuously change with user motion. For exa1nple, in the Luminous Room
[UnderKoffler97], the user's environment is enhanced with synthetic images projected on
flat surfaces. However the user can be head-tracked and the images update dynamically
to create an illusion that virtual objects are registered to real objects. Shuttered glasses
can be used to facilitate stereo imagery, further enhancing the 3D effect of the virtual
imagery. For the purpose of this paper we will focus on technologies for head-tracked
SAR where virtual objects are rendered on irregularly shaped real objects. While not
appropriate for every application, in this melhod the user does not need to wear a headmounted display. Instead, with the use of spatial displays, wide field of view and possibly
high-resolution images of virtual objects can be integrated directly into the environment.
It is our work on the Office of the Future [Raskar98a J that led to the realization and
implementation of the SAR paradigm as described and analyzed in this paper.
Specifically, when exploring the use of irregular (non-planar) surfaces for spatially
immersive displays, we realized that the registration problem becomes somewhat unusual
one of having to register 2D imagery with 3D physical geometry. This is similar to
conventional AR applications, except for one crncial point: the 2D imagery exists on a
virtual image plane that is attached to the (fixed) physical displays surface instead of
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and ARC's dome shaped displays [Benette98] are other examples of SID. However, in
OOTF the display surfaces are not limited to the designated flat walls (or parameterized
surfaces) and could be everyday surfaces.

3.

Methods

To create an iHusion that virtual objects are registered to real objects for a moving user,
we need to know the position of the user, projection parameters of the display devices,
the shape of the surfaces of real objects in the physical environment and be able to render
virtual objects on those surfaces. Here, we will describe a method for each of these in a
unified projector-based SAR system.
3.1.

Display surface shape extraction

The 3D surface shape extraction can be achieved using a calibrated [Tsai86] projectorcamera pair where structured light patterns are projected and observed by the camera.
[Raskar98e] describes a near-real time method to capture the 3D shape of the display
surface and [Raskar98a] describes a unified approach to capture and display on irregular
(non-planar) surfaces.
3.2.

Rendering and viewing method

Projecting images on irregular surfaces so that they appear correct to a static user have
been described in [Dorsey91] [Max91] [Jarvis97] [Raskar98d]. In [Raskar98a], a real
titne technique to generate such images for a moving head-tracked user was introduced.
Here, \Ve \Viii describe ho\v it can be used for SAR even \Vhen not all the vie,ving
parameters are known. Let V = V1*Ye represent the user's eye perspective projection
matrix, \Vhere, vi is the projection matrix and Ve is the transfonnation 1natrix (subscripts i
and e are used for intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, respectively). E = Ei*Ee is an
intermediate projection matrix, which shares the center of projection (COP), with the
user's eye and P represents the projector's perspective projection matrix. Display surface
model is D and G is the graphics model we wish to render. We will use the notation
I(r,g,b,z) = M*[G] to indicate that image I is generated from 3D colored model G using
perspective projection matrix M (using any rendering method). Note that M" 1*I(r,g,b)
represents a set of 'colored' rays and M" 1*I(r,g,b,z) represents colored surface
interpolating 3D points due to termination of the rays at the corresponding depth. We
want to present an image I = V*[G] to the user with 011/y the COP for V known. (Note
that in general it is difficult to correctly estimate the COP for V, due to the obvious
difficulty in co-locating the tracking sensor at the human eye COP. However, as we point
out below, erroneously estimating the COP results in a fundamentally different visual
artifact than head-mounted AR, an artifact that would be less noticeable for typical
applications.)
Rendering
Step I :
(a) Compute the desired image color by rendering G:
Il(r,g,b) = E*[G]
(b) Update only the depth buffer (without ovenvriting color) by rendering the display
surface model D.
Il(z) = E*[D]
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As noted in the previous section, the systetn needs only the location of user's eye and not
the orientation to render perspectively correct itnages of virh1al objects on real surfaces.
Hence, change in only the orientation of the user does not change the \Vay real objects are
'painted'. Similarly, an error in the 111easurement of orientation in the tracker \Viii not
result in nlisregistration error. An etTor in 111easurement of position of the user \Viii result
in shearing of virtual objects that are projected on the real surfaces with which they are
expected to be registered. The shear visible at any point on the virtual object is
proportional to the distance between the virtual point from real display surface on which
the object is projected. Therefore, a virtual object not in 'contact' with a real surface but
fixed in world will exhibit shear as well as swimming when there is position
measurement error.

4.

Advantages of SAR

A key benefit of SAR is that the user does not need to wear a head-mounted display. In
[Bryson97] various advantages of spatially immersive displays over head-mounted
displays have been noted. SAR shares similar benefits. In SAR, large field-of-view
images can be generated with greater amount of integration of virtual objects with real
world and also to improve sense of immersion if necessary. Projector-based SAR allows
possibly higher resolution and bright images of virtual objects, text or fine details. Since
virtual objects are typically rendered near their real-world location, eye accommodation
is easier.

5.

Problems with SAR

The tnost crncinl probletn \Vith projcctor-bnscd SAR is its dependence on display surface
properties. A light colored diffuse object with smooth geometry is ideal. It is practically
impossible to render vivid images on highly specular, low reflectance or dark surfaces.
The ambient lighting can also affect the contrast of the images. This limits application of
SAR to controlled lighting environments with restrictions on type of objects with which
virtual objects will be registered. For front-projector-based SAR, shadows of the user can
create problems. This can be partially overcome using multiple projectors. SAR also
allows only one active head-tracked user at any instant in the environment because the
images are created in the physical environment rather than in individual user space. Time
multiplexed shuttered glasses can be used to add more users that are active and headtracked.

6.

Future Work

We have built a proof-of-concept system and demonstrated the SAR ideas in our
laboratory, however we are anxious to test the approach with a real application. For
instance, something like one of the many applications listed in the introduction, or an
application that involves a more complicated physical display surface e.g. room-sized
terrain visualization.
While the majority of our efforts to date have been focused solely on projector-based
SAR, a hybrid environment could be built with, for example, digital light projectors and a
see-through HMD. While this would require the user to wear an HMD, we believe that
such a hybrid has the potential to offer the best of both worlds, combining all of the
advantages of conventional see-through AR and this new SAR paradigm. As we have
experience building both conventional AR systems and projection-based SAR systems,
we look fonvard to building and experimenting with such a hybrid environment.
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